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Data sheet of the play “Non Vedo Innocnte Amor!” (I Can’t
see innocent love!)

Title: Non Vedo Innocente Amor! Category: Comedy Author: Sebastiano Bazzichi Director: Sebastiano Bazzichi
SYNOPSIS
A particular hourglass was stolen. A marriage was organized. A crime was discovered. A huge problem unites all this. Six
Renaissance characters will join forces to solve the catch and also their personal problems. But the challenge is more difficult than
expected. Struggling to achieve their goals, the characters will reveal, to the sound of laughter, a resonant criticism of some defects
of the society of that time, but also drastically current.

Acts: One act

Duration: 1h 20’

Actors: 6

Performers: Sebastiano Bazzichi, Sabrina Maggiani, Paolo Cutroni, Jasmine Volpi, Alex Vigeni, Laura Morelli.
Legal protection of authors’right : Play and music are not under legal protection.
Link Trailer: https://vimeo.com/332315885
Possibility to view the video of the entire show on request.
Link stage photos: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nwA9pO_hi8BRTBxe-qBu82YH58ZmdbIS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
The scene is completely empty. Black backdrop, black wings. From time to time the characters
bring to the stage some objects: an armchair, two chairs, two fruit crates, two candle holders, two
candles (LED), a wicker basket, an hourglass.
Minimum Scenario Space: Width 11’ 5” - Depth 9’ 9”
Assembly time: 30 min Dismantling time: 15 min
This sheet shows the optimal requirements but the scene can be partially adapted to the available
spaces. In this case contact the company for a preliminary evaluation. (Sebastiano 335-8097874).
The company requires the following technical equipment:
LIGHT SYSTEM:
- Basic lighting system. The scene will be illuminated in a balanced way throughout the stage
space. Expected lowering and increase in intensity and, where possible, changes in color
temperature (with colour filters and / or LED headlights)
SOUND SYSTEM:
- Audio system with amplification for broadcasting stage music.
TECHNICAL STAFF:
- The Company has its own Audio-Video technician. The presence of at least one technical
manager of the theater during the lights setting and the connection to the audio / light system is
required.
- The Company provides for assembly-disassembly.
Company contact: Sebastiano Bazzichi 335-8097874

